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The Urban Mosquito Hazard Today
P. F. MA17INGLY '

Ofall the main types ofmosquito living to a greater or lesser extent in association with
man-urban invaders, infiltrators and colonizers-the most formidable and successful is
probably Culex fatigans. Able to use man-made breeding-places, breeding freely in highly
contaminated water and possessing the genetical and physiological plasticity to resist
insecticides, this mosquito has increased extensively in urban environments in recent years.
Considering that it merits greater study than it has hitherto received, the author discusses
its principal characteristics in relation to those of other man-associated mosquitos and
suggests a number of lines of research which should be followed for the development of
effective control methods.

The title of this paper is admittedly ambiguous.
It might be taken to mean either the hazard pre-
sented by urban mosquitos or the mosquito hazard
as it affects urban populations. The latter is a
complex hazard which does not only involve urban
mosquitos. Failure to make the appropriate distinc-
tion was responsible for considerable initial misap-
prehension regarding the yellow fever problem. The
ambiguity may, however, be justified in that it
reflects a genuine duality in the problem of mosquito-
borne disease and its control.

In this connexion most people would probably
think first of the urbs as a community requiring
special protection by reason of its wealth or of the
numerical density of its population. The medical
man might dismiss such considerations as scientifi-
cally irrelevant. Yet he may also err in taking too
exclusively demographic a standpoint. The epide-
miological aspect of the urbs, as a focus of converging
lines of communication and a centre of dense,
relatively non-immune population, is certainly
important but it is peripheral to the problem. To
get to the heart of the matter we need a quite different
approach.

Genuinely scientific control must depend on an
understanding of the implications of urbanization
for the mosquito. We have to ask ourselves what are
the special hazards by which urban mosquitos are
confronted and what, if any, are the compensating
advantages. Although such questions are clearly
basic to any well-planned strategy they do not appear
ever to have been posed in a coherent form. The
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natural history of urban mosquitos exists solely as a
rag-bag of disconnected observations which nobody
has ever seriously attempted to co-ordinate.

It would not, of course, be possible to construct a
natural history of urban mosquitos in a single
paper. This will have to grow slowly from the efforts
of many people to think hard and on similar lines.
All that is offered here is a preliminary attempt to
define the scope of the subject and to elucidate some
of its special features with particular reference to the
more pressing needs of the moment.

TYPES OF URBAN MOSQUITO

An initial difficulty is the fact that there is no such
thing as a wholly urban environment and no such
thing as a wholly urban species of mosquito. Even
the most exclusively urban species, or forms of
species, are partly rural, so that their distinctive
character depends less on urbanization than on the
extent of their association with man. It is suggested,
therefore, as a start, that we should adopt as our
measure of urbanization the extent to which the
population density of the mosquito varies directly
with that of man.
At the same time it must be realized that there is a

continuous spectrum of urbanization in the mos-
quitos, ranging from completely feral species at one
end to relatively urban ones at the other. Even the
most completely feral mosquito cannot always be
discounted from the point of view of the town
dweller since it may be responsible for the main-
tenance of a zoonosis to which the town dweller is
all the more susceptible by reason of his remoteness
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and consequent lack of immunity. Many examples
could be found among the virus diseases, and intro-
duction from rural areas is a major element in the
complicated problem of urban malaria.

Passing from the wholly feral mosquitos, or " out-
landers ", a little further up the spectrum, we come
to another category, the invaders. These are feral
or rural mosquitos which, aided by the extensive
nature of their breeding-places and their exceptional
powers of flight, may penetrate the town in massive
numbers. The classic examples are salt-marsh
Aedes. They may have some importance as disease
vectors in rural areas but in the town they are
mainly nuisance mosquitos. Nevertheless they
occasionally present a hazard to health which is not
wholly negligible, as when they attack children who
scratch their bites and allow them to become infected
or when they invade particularly vulnerable foci such
as hospitals or maternity homes. Their economic
importance can be considerable, especially in the
case of holiday resorts concerned to attract visitors;
and the political value of nuisance-mosquito control
is now well known to those concerned with large-
scale disease eradication projects.
Even a fully urban mosquito may sometimes

assume the role of invader. A classic example is the
great build-up of Culexfatigans which occurred on a
sewage farm near Delhi (Afridi & Majid, 1938;
Afridi et al., 1940). Huge swarms were formed,
reminiscent of those formed by salt-marsh Aedes,
and these could be seen with the naked eye winging
their way towards Delhi. A recurrence of such
episodes could certainly not be ruled out under
present-day conditions, in consequence, for example,
of the discharge of industrial wastes.

After the invaders the infiltrators. These are rural
species which contrive to find a rural enclave within
the limits of the town. Every town has such enclaves.
Sporadic cases of malaria in England, including two
recent ones in London, are believed to have been
carried by the tree-hole-breeding Anopheles plumbeus
(Shute, 1954). One does not normally think of such
species as urban mosquitos but they flourish, for
example, in some of the London parks. Aedes afri-
canus, the forest vector of yellow fever, is a common
tree-hole mosquito in some West African towns.
Such species, perhaps, represent only a minor hazard
by reason of the small and specialized nature of their
breeding-places. The risk increases as the capacity
of the mosquito to use more extensive and less
specialized breeding-places increases. In the tropics
extensive riverine or lacustrine breeding-places may

occur within the limits of towns. These can support
a large population of vector mosquitos, such as
species of Anopheles, Mansonia or Culex. The popu-
lation density of such mosquitos does not, however,
depend directly on human population density and
they ought not, therefore, to be regarded as fully
urban mosquitos. They are rural intruders occupying
rural niches in the urban environment and their
potentiality as vectors is limited by this considera-
tion. The first requirement for a fully urbanized
mosquito is the capacity to utilize man-made
breeding-places.
An apology is perhaps required for devoting so

much space to relatively minor issues. But they are
minor only in proportion to other, graver issues
with which public health authorities are at present
faced. Great importance also attaches to the need to
awaken the interest of public health workers in the
complex problems of urban mosquito ecology.
Experience has shown that enthusiasm engendered
in this way can prove an enduring asset. It could be
argued that our most pressing need is for education
designed to stimulate interest and promote inquiry.
This is especially true in relation to the common
urban species because here the enemy is the fami-
liarity which breeds contempt. In Europe, at least,
there is everywhere evidence of growing popular
interest in man's biological environment. To pro-
mote this interest should be the object of every
international agency, whatever its special preoc-
cupations.
And so to the chief enemy within the gates, the

colonizer, the mosquito which not only invades or
infiltrates the town but adapts to it, exploits it and
turns its peculiar characteristics to its own advantage.
There are not many of these; and not all, even of
these, are inimical to health. Some may be positively
beneficial. These are non-man-biting species which
may compete with the disease vectors for breeding-
places. A good example is afforded by certain
Culex whose abundance in some West African cities
shows a striking negative correlation with the
abundance of Culex fatigans. Since they frequently
occupy similar breeding-places this seems highly
suggestive of competition. It has been suggested
elsewhere (Mattingly, 1962) that selective destruction
of these species, by the use of insecticides to which
Culex fatigans is tolerant, may have been partly
responsible for the pullulations of fatigans which
have taken place in this part of Africa. Whether
such competition exists in the Oriental Region is not
known. Possible competitors might be Aedes albo-
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pictus and Armigeres subalbatus but these have
larvae which are facultative cannibals, suggesting
that they lack the remarkable ability of some Culex
to make maximal use of larval food supplies. At all
events it would seem that this faculty should certainly
be added to the list of requirements for successful
urbanization. The most gifted exponent is, of course,
the autogenous, urban Culex molestus, with its
ability to produce eggs solely on the strength of its
larval diet.

ADAPTABILITY OF CULEX FATIGANS TO URBAN
ENVIRONMENT

Asked to name the most completely urban of all
mosquitos some would probably choose Aedes
aegypti. They may well be wrong. It is true that the
paler forms of Aedes aegypti are very strictly man-
associated and these are predominant among the
introduced forms found in most parts of the tropics.
The darkest forms occurring in Africa, and to a small
extent elsewhere, can and do make extensive use of
natural breeding-places, however, and in Africa they
can be found entirely wild. Eradication of such
forms from human settlements, even including those
in rural areas, could never be permanent (see
McClelland & Mamet, 1962). The first prize for
successful urbanization belongs, without doubt, to
Culex fatigans. It is this mosquito which, above all
others, has profited from increasing human urbaniza-
tion and industrialization and never more so than at
the present time. The example of Kaduna is perhaps
the most spectacular yet described, but there are
others (Mattingly, 1962). In Kaduna a survey, made
in 1942, entirely failed to reveal Culexfatigans at all.
Yet in 1958 Hanney (1960) found as many as 760 per
room. The particular interest of this pullulation is
that it happened without anybody drawing attention
to it and was not, in fact, recognized as such until
attention was drawn to the earlier report. One
wonders how many similar pullulations have gone
unrecorded elsewhere.

Attempts to understand the causes of these great
increases in population are faced with the same
ambiguity to which attention was drawn at the
beginning of this paper. There are factors inherent
in the processes of urbanization and industrialization
and there are factors intrinsic to the mosquito. Out-
standing among the former is the increased use of
water for domestic and industrial purposes. This,
in itself, would be harmless if adequate provision
were made for disposing of the surplus, but under

prevailing conditions of rapid growth this is seldom
the case. Added to this there is the tendency, rooted
in the psychology of urban and industrial man, to
adopt get-rich-quick methods of control employing
the newer insecticides in preference to more conven-
tional techniques inherently more suitable for the
reduction of fatigans. Under present-day condi-
tions a third faculty must certainly be added to the
list of requirements for successful urbanization-
namely, the ability to resist or avoid insecticides.

Culex fatigans is admirably equipped in all three
respects. It uses man-made breeding-places to such
an extent that its population density is positively
correlated with that of man. It breeds freely in
highly contaminated waters, making maximal use
of the larval foods to be found in the urban environ-
ment, and it possesses, probably more than any
other mosquito, the required genetical and physio-
logical plasticity to resist the onslaught with insec-
ticides. To these we might add the ability to shelter
in houses, a faculty so well developed in fatigans that
it is said to be able to make use even of the minutiae
of household furnishing to avoid contact with
insecticides. Or we might add the ability to feed on
man and utilize his blood for egg maturation. Here
there is, possibly, a slight sign of weakness because
many more eggs are produced on a diet of bird
blood. Birds are the most important alternative
hosts, and it is evident that we are dealing with a
secondarily man-adapted mosquito which has
evolved from a rather unlikely group of bird-feeders.
Finally we might add the ability to mate in confined
spaces and the ability to breed in the dark, but the
list is long enough for the present paper.
These factors, together, probably with others yet

to be elucidated, combine to render fatigans a most
formidable mosquito under urban conditions, but it
has had to pay the price of specialization. It seldom
flourishes in rural areas, except under special con-
ditions such as may prevail in coastal plains with
their poor natural run-off and semi-urban human
population (see, for instance, Heisch et al., 1959).
It would clearly be to our advantage ifwe could make
some guess as to the faculties which it has lost in the
course of adaptation. This is a difficult question
but there is one consideration which may help to
direct our thinking. Nearly all the urban mosquitos
which have been mentioned are basically breeders in
small containers, tree-holes, bamboo internodes,
possibly rock holes in the case of Aedes aegypti
(Mattingly, 1957). Culex fatigans alone has the
distinction of having wedded the high reproductive
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potential of a ground-pool-breeding group to the
subtle arts of a town-dwelling mosquito. Bearing
this in mind we may turn to consider the implications
of those special features offatigans so far elucidated
for the practical problems of reduction.

CONTROL OF CULEX FATIGANS

There can be no doubt that the most effective
weapon at present available is the disposal or
screening of waste water. This should be practised
wherever it is economically feasible. Where it is not
feasible permanent over-all reduction may have to
give way to methods aimed at the selective destruc-
tion or reduction of that section of the population
infected with human pathogens, in this case mainly
Wuchereria. The first objective, never yet achieved,
should be to assess the size of this section of the
population and to take note of any local or seasonal
variation in abundance. If there is difficulty in
making reliable diagnoses of filarial larvae recourse
should be had to an assessment of the relative pro-
portions of the fatigans population feeding on man
and on other hosts. The fact that birds are the main
alternative hosts is an advantage since bird blood
can be recognized microscopically without recourse
to precipitin tests. Advantage might also be taken
of the fact that the eggs are laid in rafts in assessing
the size of the population of ovipositing females.
The large-scale use of residual insecticides may be

precluded by the probability of the development of
resistance. Answers to resistance may be even harder
to find than with other species, but we need to know
more about the relative intensities of the selection
pressures involved in the evocation of resistance and
the interruption of pathogen transmission.

RtS

Le milieu urbain se caract6rise par un double aspect.
D'une part, les individus qui le composent, souvent
imparfaitement immunises contre les maladies transmises
par les moustiques, se trouvent places dans un monde
d'6changes et de communications intenses, ce qui rend
precaire toute 6radication des parasites et necessite des
campagnes incessantes de lutte. D'autre part, ce meme
milieu offre aux moustiques un habitat assez peu favo-
rable comme il ressort du fait que tres peu d'esp6ces
ont reussi a s'adapter. C'est lU indiscutablement un
point faible a ne pas n6gliger alors que jusqu'ici le
premier des deux aspects du milieu urbain a surtout
retenu l'attention.

Much more attention should be paid to the general
genetics of fatigans, which has been over-neglected
by comparison with species of Anopheles and Stego-
myia. We need to know more about the distribution
of genes for resistance in untreated populations and
the extent to which there is genetic interchange
between ornithophilic and anthropophilic elements
in the population. Resistance genes, in treated
populations, might have some value as markers in
this connexion. This is a particularly easy species
to study genetically and it might well be particularly
susceptible to genetic methods of attack. We need
to know more about the occurrence of lethal genes,
sterilizing genes and sex modifiers. Finally we need
to know more about the dynamics of population
build-up. Where, as is often the case, fatigans is a
highly seasonal mosquito advantage should be taken
of this to study the effects of interrupting the build-
up, possibly by a single, carefully timed round of
spraying.
As to other lines of research, I would think it pos-

sibly worth paying more attention to the egg of this
species-a rather neglected stage in the life-history
compared with the larva and adult. There are two
basic reasons for this. One is that, since the raft is
virtually confined to the surface film, an attack on
it would involve us in only two dimensions instead
of three, an advantage already possessed by those
concerned with the larva of Anopheles. The second
is that the habit of the female Culex of putting all
her eggs in one egg raft offers possibilities for the
study of population density not afforded by other
groups.
The " common house-gnat of the tropics " is

likely to be a much more rewarding object of study
than most of us have realized.

UMIt

Un fait vient compliquer le probleme: il n'existe pas
d'environnements ou de moustiques qui soient exclusive-
ment urbains. Un moustique urbain en effet aurait des
populations dont la densite serait directement propor-
tionnelle a celle des populations humaines, quel que soit
l'environnement, urbain ou rural. A l'oppose, des mous-
tiques, qui sont eventuellement tout a fait sauvages et
qui sont le reservoir de certaines maladies, peuvent etre
un danger tout sp6cialement pour l'habitant des villes
qui ne possede pas d'immunit6. Les moustiques pr6sen-
tent d'ailleurs tous les degr6s d'urbanisation en allant de
l'esp6ce exclusivement sauvage a l'espece exclusivement
urbaine.
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Aux stades intermediaires, on rencontre les mous-
tiques envahisseurs - tel Aedes des marais salants par
exemple - qui s'introduisent parfois en masse dans les
villes apres avoir prolif&r6 A distance de ces dernieres;
d'autres moustiques s'inffltrent dans les villes oiu ils
reussissent A s'6tablir dans les enclaves rurales qu'elles
comportent: tels sont Aedes et Anopheles qui se repro-
duisent au creux des arbres, et Mansonioides qui est
lacustre. I1 est hautement souhaitable que l'attention des
travailleurs sanitaires des villes soit attir6e sur l'6cologie
des moustiques urbains, qui est a la fois compliquee et
passionnante. A lui seul ce type d'enseignement pourrait
bien etre une arme essentielle dans la lutte contre les
maladies transmises par les moustiques urbains. Dans les
villes, le moustique banal peut lui aussi menacer la sante
publique et sa destruction constitue un element des pro-
grammes de lutte qui n'est pas a negliger.

Les moustiques exclusivement urbains, encore appeles
colonisateurs, comptent un nombre reduit d'especes qui
viennent s'ajouter aux vecteurs de maladies; bien que
ces esp6ces ne se nourrissent pas sur l'homme, elles sont
importantes pour le travailleur de la sante publique du fait
qu'elles entrent en competition avec les esp6ces vectrices
de maladies en ce qui conceme les lieux de reproduction.
L'auteur estime que la preuve est faite que la destruction
elective de cette categorie de moustiques a favorise dans
l'Ouest africain la pullulation de Culex fatigans, sans etre
toutefois la seule et unique cause du ph6nomene. D'une
maniere plus g6n6rale, un r6le plus important a ete joue

par les divers processus d'urbanisation et d'industrialisa-
tion qui ont gagn6 de vitesse la mise en place des moyens
de destruction des d6chets humains et industriels. Au
nombre des facteurs determinants, il faut citer encore la
tendance a abandonner les m6thodes classiques d'assai-
nissement pour des m6thodes utilisant des insecticides i
effet remanent envers lesquels cette espece est immunisee.

C. fatigans est le moustique urbain par excellence; sa
capacit6 de reproduction depasse de beaucoup celle des
autres especes, et notamment de A. aegypti. Le fait est
sans doute en relation avec son appartenance au groupe
des moustiques qui se reproduisent dans les eaux de
surface, considerees par opposition avec les eaux con-
tenues dans des recipients, et que dans ce groupe il est
le seul a s'ere totalement appropri6 l'environnement
urbain. II doit donc etre etudi6 de ce point de vue en
veillant plus specialement a la dynamique qui preside
au developpement de ses populations et aux facteurs
susceptibles d'influer sur elle. Dans bien des cas, il se
pr6sente comme un moustique saisonnier bien carac-
terise: lorsqu'il en est ainsi, une attaque conduite avec
energie et en temps opportun pourrait decimer sa popu-
lation et la r6duire dans des proportions considerables.
En comparaison avec Stegomyia et Anopheles, ce mous-
tique a ete tres peu etudie du point de vue genetique.
C'est la une negligence d'autant moins admissible que ce
moustique pourrait etre particulierement sensible a des
procedes de destruction bas6s sur une connaissance de
sa genetique.
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